r z is already closed. If /is a form over G(X), we denote by/ the associated form over G(X t ). Since forms over G(X) define continuous functions on X, it is clear that / ~ g <=> / ~ g, for all i E /. The proof that X is a space of orderings and the direct sum of the collection {X;. i E /} in the category of spaces of orderings is straightforward and will be omitted. W(X) is identified with a subring of the direct product ring . Observe that W(X) consists of all elements (/) ίG/ in satisfying: (i) dim(/) = dim(/) (mod 2) for all ij E /, and (ii) sup{dim an (/): i E /} < oo. If / is finite then (ii) is vacuous.
We consider direct limits (of directed systems) of finite spaces of orderings. It turns out that these always exist in the category of spaces of orderings. Let (X;. i E /) be a directed system of finite spaces of orderings. Thus / is an ordered set and morphisms φ*: X ι -» X ; are specified whenever / <y. These are assumed to satisfy φ y * ° φ* = φ,* whenever / <y < k. It is also assumed that / is directed, i.e., that for all /, j E /, there exists k E / such that i,j < k. To define X : = lim /e/ X ι we first use the associated group homomorphism φ ιJ : G(Xj) -> G(^) to form G(X) := Iim ;e/ G(A Γ / ), the inverse limit in the category of groups. The group homomorphism φ z : G(X) -> G{X t ) induces a group homomorphism φ z *: χ(G(X ι )) -» χ(G(X)), and X is defined to be the closure of THEOREM 1.1. For any directed system (X t 
: i E /) of finite spaces of orderings, X as defined above is a space of orderings, and X is the direct limit of the directed system (X/. i E /) in the category of spaces of orderings.
Proof. Let Y = Σ ιξΞί X r Then G(X) C G(Y) and Xis the image of 7 under the restriction map χ(G(Y)) -» χ(G(X)). We prove X is a space of
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orderings using [7, Lem. 3.3] . First note, since each G(X t ) is finite, with the product topology, is a compact totally disconnected topological group. For / <y define V u -{x G G(Y): φ ίy (x 7 ) = xj. This is closed in G(Y) and G(X) = Π {V tJ : ί, 7 ε /, 1 <y}. Also, if/is a form over G(Y), then the value set
. Now suppose /, g are forms over G(X) and D Y (f) Π Z> y (g) 7^ 0. Thus the sets £> r (/) Π D γ (g) Π J^ are closed in G(Y) and using the fact that / is directed and the fact that the maps φ /y preserve value sets, one verifies that the intersection of finitely many such sets is not empty. Thus, by compactness, D γ (f) Π D γ (g) nG(I)^0. It follows from [7, Lem. 3.3] that X is a space of orderings. The proof that X is the direct limit of the directed system (X t : i G /) in the category of spaces of orderings is straightforward and will be omitted. ϋ COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose X -Iim ιe/ Jζ where each X t is finite. Then for any form f over G( X),
Proof. Let Y -Σ ier X r The first assertion is clear. By [7, Rem. 3.4] and the proof of Theorem 1.1,/is X-isotropic <=> /is Y-isotropic. On the other hand it is clear that / is Γ-isotropic <=» f. is X-isotropic for all / G /. Also, by the proof of [7, Lem. 3.3] , Proof. We use the notation of Theorem 1.1. It is clear that W(X) C lim W(X ( ) and every element (/) /e/ of W{X) satisfies supldim^/): / G /} < 00. Since / is directed and Ψij(fj) ~ f, =>dim(/-) = dim(/ ; ) (mod 2), we know that every element of lim /e/ W(X ι ) satisfying this latter condition is represented by a form over G(Y) so we are reduced to proving the following Claim: Suppose / is a form over G(Y) satisfying Ψijifj) =/ for all /j'6/ such that / <y. Then there exists a form g over G( X) satisfying / = g. For by hypothesis, any intersection of finitely many of the closed sets
( Xi)®£ where g is a form over G(Y) of dimension /? -1, where n -dim(/). Since g satisfies the same hypothesis as /, by induction on n, there exist x 2 ,-. . 9 x n E G(X) such that g ^ (x 2 ,.. ,x n ), so/ = <*"...,*">• •
A space of orderings which is expressible as a direct limit of finite spaces of orderings will be referred to as a DLO finite space for short. Note, if X is a DLO finite space of orderings then, with the inverse limit topology, G( X) is a compact totally disconnected topological group and W( X) is a totally disconnected topological ring. REMARK 1.4. Suppose XΊs any space of orderings. The subspace of X generated by a finite set {σ,,... ,σ Λ } C X consists of all σ E X expressible as σ = σp o* a where e l9 ... ,e n E {0,1}. In particular, this subspace is finite. Thus, the finite subspaces of X form a directed system when ordered by inclusion. Suppose we denote the direct limit of this system by X. Let φ*: X -> X be the natural morphism which exists by the universal property of X. This is surjective and hence identifies X with a quotient space of X. The corresponding inclusions φ: G(X) -> G(X) (resp. φ: FF( *) -> W(X)) identify G(X) (resp. JΓ(X)) with a dense subgroup of G{ X) (resp. with a dense subring of W( X)). Since the results in [2] are a bit confusing on this point, we emphasize that φ is not surjective except in the trivial case where X is finite. Note also, by [9, Th. 1.4] and Cor. 1.2 (ii), if/is a form over G{ X), then φ(/) is Jf-isotropic iff/is X-isotropic.
Suppose X is DLO finite, say X = lim ief X r Let X c := U /G/ φ / *(Λ r / ) where φf: X i -> Z is the induced morphism. Thus JΓ is dense in X Note that the kernel of φ,: G(X) -> G(^) (resp. φ f : H^(Z) -> fF(Z / )) is the intersection of the kernels of σ o φ^: G{X) -» {± 1} (resp. σ © φ ; : W{X) -> Z), αεJζ . Thus the inverse limit topology on G(Z) (resp. fF(X)) is the weakest topology such that the map σ:
c . The following theorem shows, in particular, that X c depends only on the topology on G(X) (resp. W(X)) 9 i.e., is independent of the particular presentation of X as a direct limit of finite spaces. THEOREM 1.5. Suppose X is DLO finite and σ E X. Then the following are equivalent:
Proof. We use the notation of the proof of Theorem 1.1. The implications (i) => (ii) and (ii) => (iii) are trivial. To prove (iii) =» (i) suppose σ: G(X) -> {±1} is continuous. Since G(X) = lim jG/ (?(.¥,•)> there exists i E / and a character r on G(X t ) such that σ = T O φ.. For j > / define the character σ y on G(Xj) by σ y = r © φ.^. If σ y E ^ for some 7 > /, we are done. Assume this is not the case. Then by [8, Lem. 4 (l, dj) , σj(aj) = 1, but σ y (fy) = -1. This is closed in G(Y) X G(Y) so for each 7 > i and each A: <y, the sets J^ Π (^ X J^) are closed in G(Y) X <5(Γ). One checks that the intersection of finitely many of these sets is not empty, so by compactness of Although a DLO finite space X may have several presentations as a direct limit of finite spaces, there is a standard presentation. To obtain this we denote by ^(X) the set of all finite subspaces of X which lie in X c . COROLLARY 1.7. Suppose X is DLO finite. Then %(X) is a directed system of finite spaces of orderings and X is the direct limit of this system. Proof. Since a finite product of continuous characters on G(X) is again a continuous character on G(X), it follows using Theorem 1.5 and the argument in Remark 1.4 that the finite subspace of X generated by σ,,...,σ π 6Γ lies in X c . This proves that %(X) is directed. The image of G(X) in lim YE%{X) G(Y) via the natural map is dense and since the map is continuous and G{ X) is compact, the image is closed. Thus the map is surjective. It is injective since X c is dense in X. It should be clear now that X is the direct limit of the directed system %(X). D
We are now in a position to characterize DLO finite spaces internally. 
Proof. Suppose X has a subset B satisfying (i) and (ii). Then the isomorphism φ induces a topology on G(X) giving it the structure of a compact totally disconnected topological group. Also, In this section we show how the structure theory of finite spaces of orderings given in [6] carries over to DLO finite spaces of orderings which satisfy certain finiteness conditions. Throughout, we work in the category consisting of DLO finite spaces together with morphisms which are continuous in the sense of Corollary 1.6. If Δ is any compact totally disconnected topological group of exponent 2, we denote by χ c (Δ) the group of continuous characters on Δ. Note, for any such Δ, Δ = {± 1}", where a denotes the Z/2Z dimension ofχ c (Δ).
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose X is the group extension of Y by the group Δ in the sense of [7] where Y is DLO finite and Δ is compact totally disconnected with exponent 2. Then X has, in a natural way, the structure of a DLO finite space.
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Proof. By definition, G(X) = G(Y) X Δ and X = Y X χ(Δ). Giving G(X) the product topology, X c = Y c X χ c (Δ), and X is DLO finite using Corollary 1.8. D
For any space of orderings X, the translation group gτ(X) is defined as in [9] . For X DLO finite, the group to consider is gτ (X c 
). Using the density of X c in X and the modification of [6, Lem. 4.2] n /e /G(^) is compact totally disconnected with the product topology. Since U ze/ X z is dense in X and X* is dense in X i9 Ll. e/ A; c is dense in X U /e/ ^ C X c \ so X c is dense in X. Thus X is DLO finite by Corollary 1.8. Suppose σ E X c . By continuity, σ factors through H iEJ G(X,) for some finite set / C /. Let Y=Σ ι € Ξj X, and Z = Σ t( =κ X i where K= I\J. Then 1= ΓΘZsoby choice of /, σ E 7. Since / is finite there exists / E / such that σ E X im Using the continuity of σ once more, this implies σ E Λ^ • For X DLO finite, we define a relation -c on X c by declaring σ ~cτ to mean that either σ = τor there exists a 4-element fan V C X' with σ, T E K. Thus if %(X) is defined as in Corollary 1.7, then for σ, T E X c , σ ~c T holds iff σ, r lie in the same connected component of Y for some Y E %(X). Thus, by results in [6, 9] , ~c is an equivalence relation on X c . [6, 9] . For / E /, let %(X) i = {Y E %(*): Y C C,}. Note <&(*)" ordered by inclusion, is a directed system of finite spaces of orderings. Denote by X ι the direct limit of this system. Observe that the inclusions Y C X for YE We denote the stability index of a space of orderings A by Various characterizations of st(X) are given in [8, 11] . Suppose X is DLO finite and %(X) is defined as in Corollary 1.7. If Ye%(X) 9 then st(Ύ) < st(X). On the other hand, if/? is an anisotropic Pfister form over G(X) and if, for each Y E 6 lL(X), there exists a form # r over G(X) such that/? =y2 X ίy, then, by Theorem 1.3, there exists a form q over G{X) such that/? =χ2X q. It follows from [8, Th. 6.2] that st(X) = sup{st (7): THEOREM 2.5. iw X DLO finite and n >: 0, /Ae following are equivalent: Proof, (ii) =^> (i): If 7 is as in (ii) and k > 0, then st(7) < k + 1 ŝ t( Y,) < A: for all / E /. Thus, by induction, if X G ^ then st( X)<n.
Proof By definition Y is the quotient space of X obtained by restricting elements of X to G(Y) := {a E G(X): y(a) = 1 for ally E H}. This is closed in G( X) since each γ E H is continuous. Y is DLO finite by an easy application of Corollary 1.8. Also, since G(Y) is a closed subgroup of G(X), there exists a closed subgroup AcG(I) such that G( X) -G( Y)
X
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(i) =» (ii): Suppose X is DLO finite, si(X) < w. By Theorems 2.2, 2.4, and induction on w, it is enough to show that if X c is connected and \X C \^ 1, then gr(X Γ ) ^ 1. Since st(7) < st(X) < AI for all 7 G %(X), it follows from the proof of [9, Th. 2.6] that there is a uniform bound on the length of chains (*) y C y C . . . C y where 7 G %(A"), γ f =£ 1, γ, E χ c (G(X)), and F γ is a non-fan for / = 0,...,/. Suppose (*) is a chain of this type of maximal length. We claim y { £ gτ(X c ).
is connected, there is a finite subspace Z C A^ with 7 c Z, σ G Z, and with σ and 7 γ lying in the same connected component of Z. Since Y is a subspace, Y y -Z γ Π K Thus Z γ is a non-fan for / = 0,..., / and these sets are linearly ordered by inclusion by [ll, Th. 1.3] . From this and (*) it follows that Z γ i £ Z γ for/ = 1,...,/. By the maximal choice of / and the structure theory in the finite case, Z yj is a connected component in Z. Thus σ £ Z y/ . In particular, this implies σγ 7 E X Γ . Since σ E X c is arbitrary, this proves y ι E gr(Λ^). Thus we have %r(X c ) i= 1 and the proof is complete. We remark the proof given does not cover the trivial case where 7 is a fan for all Y E ^(X). In this case, if σ, T E X c are arbitrary then γ = στE gr(λ^) so the result is valid in this case also. D THEOREM 2.6. Suppose X is DLO finite and n > 0. Then the following are equivalent'.
(i)sup{|£(y,σ)|: 7El (I) ,α E 7} < n. (Here E(Y, σ) 
) (1) . This satisfies X ~ {σ 0 } θ X°\ so if we attempt to decompose X using Theorems 2.4 and 2.2 successively, we have "infinite descent".
-. This satisfies gτ{X c ) = 1 but at the same time X c is connected, so both types of decomposition are "blocked" right from the start. Since Y is finite, {σ} is open in 7 so by [11, Th. 3.4] (ii) X c with the induced topology is discrete, and X is the Stone-Cech compactification of X c .
The proof of Theorem 3.2 uses another result which is of some independent interest: Note, in particular, Theorem 3.3 asserts that, if sί(X) = 1, then every totally indefinite form over G(X) is isotropic. Theorem 3.3 should be viewed as a generalization of this well-known property of SAP spaces.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. By [9, Th. 1.4] , we can assume X is finite. The proof is by induction on the global stability index st(X). If X -X { ® ---®X S and if the result is true for each X t with \X t \> 1, then it is true for X. Thus, by [9, Th. 1.3] we can assume X-Y°\ notation as in Theorem 2.5, and | Y\> 1. Thus f = f x ®f 2 t where t is an element of G{X)\G(Y) and/,,/ 2 are forms over G (Y) . Scaling/by / if necessary, we can assume dim(/,) > dim(/ 2 ). Let σ E Y. Note if e E {± 1} is suitably chosen, then |σ(/,) + eσ(f 2 ) |>|σ(/j) j. Extend σ to an element rGlin such a way that τ(t) = e. Thus |τ(/)|>|σ(/,)|. Also st(AΓ,τ) = st(7, σ) + 1 so
